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Welcome to our ezine
Show what you know! What school words can you remember
remember?
Listening

2

03
CD1

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
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Listen and tick (✓) the school words you hear.

Listen again. Who said it?

Dan.
Did you have a good holiday?
What’s an ezine?
It’s an internet magazine.
Can we write about sport and computers?
Let’s write our first ezine on our school.
See you outside school at four o’clock.

3

Answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

What are the children’s names?
Where are they?
Where’s the poster?
What’s an ezine?
What’s the prize for?
What can they write about?

LOOK
4
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Read and answer.
Kid’s Box is an exciting new ezine for young people. Let’s meet the writers, Dan, Alvin and Shari.
They all go to the same school. It’s called ‘City School’.
Dan
I’m ten. I live in
a village outside
the town so I
catch a bus to
school every
morning. I like
singing and music. I love playing the
guitar and the piano. I’d like to write
about music and clothes in the ezine.

Alvin
I’m eleven years old. I always ride
my bike to school. I sometimes have
breakfast in the school breakfast club
before my classes. I love playing football
and basketball. I’m also interested in
computers. I’d like to write about sport
and computers in the ezine.

Shari
I’m ten. I live near the school
so I walk in every day. I have
lunch at school with my
friends. I love drawing and
taking photos so I want to put
my photos in the ezine and
write about the natural world.

5
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What’s Kid’s Box?
Who’s interested in computers?
Which school do they go to?
How does Alvin go to school?
How old is Dan?
What would Dan like to write about?
What does Shari love doing?
Who’s the oldest, Alvin, Shari or Dan?

Listen and say the name.
Who lives near the school?

6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Shari does.

Ask and answer.
Do you live near your school?

No, I don’t.

live / near school
lunch / home
play / musical instrument

like / sport
read / magaz
ine
use / internet s

Now think of some more questions.
5
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Reading

7

Read and think. What’s your favourite school subject
subject? Why
Why?

http://www.cambridge.org/elt/kidsbox/ezine

home

reports

games

world

email

Kid’s Box

For our first ezine we went round our school to find out
more about what we learn.
We all study these school subjects: maths, English,
science, music, sport, art and computer studies.

reporthsool
Our Sc

d
a
Older students have
to study more school
subjects and take
important exams.

b

Science is an important subject so
we do it every day. This year we’re
learning about plants and the
human body.

e

We study a second
language. We can
choose French,
German or Spanish.

In our geography lessons we
learn about different people
and their countries.

f

c
We use the dictionaries
in the school library to
help us to understand
new words.

The best subject is
history. We love learning
about the past!

We all agree that the best thing about school at the moment is the new ezine competition.
We all want to win that prize!

science

8
05
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9

history

geography

language

school subjects

Listen. Repeat the word and say the letter.

exam

dictionary

1 History.
History. That’s ‘f’.

Read again and say ‘same’ or ‘different’.
1 At City School they all study music.
2 Older students take important exams.
3 They can choose a second language.

4 There are dictionaries in the school library.
5 They study science every day.
6 They think history is better than geography.

6
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Listen and say the subject.
1 A lot of people think the capital of
Australia is Sydney, but it isn’t. It’s Canberra.

Geography.

Read and choose the right words.

11

1
2
3
4
5
6
12

We study the past in science / geography / history.
French, Spanish and German are languages / exams / maths.
When we don’t understand a word, we can use a book / a dictionary / art.
We study plants and the human body in maths / sport / science.
We learn about people and countries in geography / computer studies / music.
Teachers sometimes find out what we know by giving us subjects / computers / exams.

07
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Listen and match. Check and sing.
a

13

Read about the school words.
What are they?

b

With this subject we can learn
to talk to people from another
country.
Because school is cool, it’s where we go

In this lesson we learn about
plants and the human body.

From Monday to Friday, I’m sure you know.

c

We study and we play, that’s what we do.

When we study this we learn
about different countries and
people.

We do it in the morning and the afternoon!

d

I really love (1)geography,
And I enjoy (2)history.

1

We use this to learn new words.

I like to study (3)science too!
My favourite subject in the afternoon.
Before lunch we have (4)music,
And then (5)computer studies,

14
e

And on Wednesday we do (6)sport.
That’s a class which is too short!
And I like to do (7)languages,

f

Spanish, French and Japanese.
Lots of words in the (8)dictionary,
For me to study and to read.

g

Write three more definitions.
Ask and answer.
With this subject we can
learn about numbers and
shapes. What is it?
Is it maths?
Yes, it is.

h

7
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Focus on phonics

Jill likes geography and German,
Her favourite subjects at school.
Charlie likes French, eating lunch,
And jumping in the pool!

Speaking 16 Play the game. Guess it in ten.
MY SCHOOL TIMETABLE
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

8.00–9.00

history

maths

music

science

9.00–10.00

English

computer
studies

geography

sport

Friday
maths

break
11.00–12.00
12.00–13.00

art

science

science

French

English

music

computer
studies

history

geography

history

English

computer
studies

maths

art

French

lunch
14.00–15.00

French

15.00–16.00

geography

sport

Is it on Thursday?

Yes, it is.

Is it before lunch?

No, it isn’t.

Is it at three o’clock?
Is it art?

Yes, it is.

Yes, it is.
10
CD1

17

Write your school timetable.

8
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1 Time for television
Show what you know! What TV words can you remember
remember?
Listening

2

14
CD1

1
2
3
4
5
6
3

1

13
CD1

Listen and tick (✓) the TV words you hear.

Listen again. Say ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

The children are in the supermarket at the beginning of the story.
Fun time is on TV at ten past four.
They want to watch a programme about animals.
The kids arrive home at quarter past five.
The kids go to Alvin’s house to watch TV.
Mr Nelson wants to watch the same programme as them.

No.

Read and match.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The children are in the library
They leave the library
Fun time is on TV1
Animals is on TV2
The children arrive home
The golf finishes

a
b
c
d
e
f

at ten past four.
at twenty-five past seven.
at ten to four.
at twenty past four.
at quarter past four.
at five to four.

LOOK
10
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Read and label the clock.

4

ten past

five past

5

twenty-five to

quarter to

Do the actions.
Tell the time.

1

What time is it?

o’clock
five to
ten to

twenty to

11 12 1
2
10
9 to past 3
8
4
7 6 5

quarter past

It’s nine o’clock.
twenty past
twenty-five past

half past

Look at the clocks. Ask and answer.

6

What time is it?

It’s quarter past one.

1–b
1

3

a

b

c

2

8

b

c

b

c

4

a

7

a

b

15
CD1

c

Listen and say the letter.

a

1 … I have lunch at quarter to one every day.

a

Play the game. Ask and answer.
I get up at this time on Mondays.
What time is it?
Quarter to eight.
No.

I start my lessons at this time.
What time is it?
Nine o’clock.
Yes.

11
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Reading

9

Why
Read and think. What’s your favourite TV programme
programme? Why?

http://www.cambridge.org/elt/kidsbox/ezine

home

reports

games

Cartoons are moving
pictures. Children
love them. They can
be short programmes
or complete films.
They’re usually funny.

e

We watch the weather
to find out if it is sunny,
rainy, windy or cloudy.
What’s the weather like
today?

f

A documentary is a
programme which tells
us about our world. It
can be about animals,
history or geography.

g

email

Kid’s Box

Most children love watching TV. So today’s ezine is about
television. There are lots of channels on TV and many
different kinds of programmes.

a

world

reportsTV
The news is about all the things
which happen in the world. It is on
the television every day. What time
is the news on in your country?

b

c

A quiz is a kind of
competition. One person
asks others lots of different
questions. The winner is the
person with most points.

The most popular sports
programmes in our country are
football, basketball, tennis and
rugby. What are they in your
country?

d
A comedy is a funny
programme which
makes us laugh. What’s
your favourite comedy?

cartoon

10
11

16
CD1

weather

documentary

h

news

We watch a series in
parts. These parts are
called ‘episodes’. You
can sometimes watch an
episode every day.

comedy

Listen. Repeat the word and say the letter.

series

1 Quiz.

sport

quiz

Quiz. That’s ‘f’.

Read again and answer.
1
2
3
4

Which programme is in episodes?
Which programme is funny?
Which programme is a kind of competition?
Which programme can be short or a complete film?

5 Which programme can tell us
things about animals?
6 Which programme can tell us
to take an umbrella with us?

12
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17
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Listen and say the programme.

a

c

b

cartoon

13

1
e

d

weather

sport

documentary

g

f

news

music
videos

comedy
programme

h

quiz
show

Choose words to talk about the different programmes.
interesting

exciting

boring

good

bad

I think quiz shows are more interesting than the weather.
14

Sport.

1 Goal!

Listen and complete.
Check and sing.
18

CD1

15

funny

amazing

I think music videos are the best.

Read and complete.
news
four

turned on waited
arrived past

I don’t like TV, I don’t like it much,
But there are some programmes that
I sometimes watch.
On channel one at

11 12 1
2
10
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

,

There’s a really good documentary
About animals and where they live,
What they do and what they eat,
And on channel four at

11 12 1
2
10
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

,

They put on a great cartoon.
At one o’clock and then at

11 12 1
2
10
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

,

They show the news and then the weather.
They’re not my thing, they’re not for me,
But I like the sport at

11 12 1
2
10
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

.

But what I like, what I love the best,
Are the action films, more than the rest.
They’re on at
And at

11 12 1
2
10
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

11 12 1
2
10
9
3
8
4
7 6 5

,

, but I want more.

Tim and Jen went to the park last Saturday. They
ran on the grass, played with a ball and went on the
they sat down
swings. At ten to (1) four
because they were tired. They saw a newspaper
on the bench. They opened it at the TV page and
looked to see what was on the different channels.
Tim wanted to go home and watch ‘Friendly’ at half
(2)
four. They went to the bus stop and
(3)
. The bus didn’t come until quarter
home at twenty-five
past four. They (4)
to five, ran into the living room and (5)
the TV. The programme wasn’t ‘Friendly’, it was the
(6)
. They looked at the newspaper
again. It was an old one! They showed ‘Friendly’ on
Friday, not on Saturday.
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